
Recognising The Best In 
Real Estate Industry



Georg Chmiel
Chief Executive Officer

The iProperty Group

On 26th July 2016, iProperty.com Malaysia once again bestowed the highest recognition to the 
men and women in the real estate profession, be it as individuals or agencies. 

It was once said that the price of success is hard work, dedication to the job at hand, and the 
determination that whether we win or lose, we have applied the best of ourselves to the task 
at hand.

This is really befitting as it is a reflection of all the winners of the iProperty.com Agents 
Advertising Awards 2016. You have been relentless in your pursuit in helping millions, not just 
Malaysians but foreigners alike, find their dream homes and we are proud to have a platform 
to honour and celebrate your success in the industry.

The iProperty.com Agents Advertising Awards was truly a night of triumphant celebration and 
acknowledgment of success.

To all our winners, congratulations on being the crème da le crème in the industry. We applaud 
your success and we celebrate alongside you. Thank you for making us your preferred 
marketing partner and we look forward to continuing this journey with you.

Here’s wishing you continued success and many more accolades!

A TRIUMPHANT 
CELEBRATION 
OF SUCCESS 
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Georg Chmiel is the Chief Executive Officer of the iProperty 
Group, Asia’s No.1 network of property websites, overseeing 
more than 400 employees in six core markets. His vision, 
strategies and operations are aimed to capitalise on its 
market-leading position and the rapidly growing online 
property advertising marketing throughout the region.

He is also a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) and a 
fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors (AICD).

Prior to joining the iProperty Group, he was a non-executive Director and Chair of the Audit 
and Risk Committee and also the CEO and Managing Director of LJ Hooker for four years. He 
held the Chief Financial Officer and General Manager International positions at REA Group Ltd 
(ASX:REA) for close to six years.

Georg holds an MBA from INSEAD France, a Computer Science Degree from Technische 
Universitaet, Munich and is a CPA (USA). He is also a member of the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) and a fellow of the Australian Institute of Company 
Directors (AICD).

Chairman of Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn Bhd

Ho Chin Soon

Ho Chin Soon is the Chairman of Ho Chin Soon Research Sdn 
Bhd, a property information company that specialises in land 
use and ownership data to real estate negotiators, agents, 
developers and consultants in the property industry. The 
other services his company offers are aerial photography 
and customized real estate reports.

Ho also is also a familiar figure to many in the property arena where he is frequently seen in 
speaking engagements at seminars and conferences.

While working at CH Williams, Talhar & Wong, he obtained a Professional Diploma from the Royal 
Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS). Apart from this, he is a Fellow of the Royal Institution 
of Surveyors, Malaysia (RISM) and a registered valuer and real estate agent with the Board of 
Valuers, Appraisers & Estate Agents, Malaysia.

Apart from producing maps, Ho is also an author who has published a total of nine real estate 
books.

Georg Chmiel
Chief Executive Officer of The iProperty Group

PANEL OF JUDGES
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General Manager of Rehda Institute

David Shieh Chong

David Shieh Chong is a corporate lawyer at the KL office of Zico Law 
(a regional ASEAN Law Firm). He was called to the Bar of England and 
Wales as a Barrister-at-Law at Lincoln’s Inn in 2006. Subsequently, he 
moved into the real estate related work.

In his real estate career, he has worked as a property negotiator, a legal manager in a property company 
in Malaysia and was later attached to Ray White Real Estate’s Melbourne office in Australia. David was 
previously Vice President (1) of Malaysia Property Incorporated (a Malaysian Government Initiative 
under the Economic Planning Unit Minister, focusing on promoting Malaysia and attracting foreign direct 
investment into Malaysian real estate).

Fatimah Wahab is the Managing Director of FCC Development 
Management Sdn Bhd. She was previously attached with Country Heights 
Holding Berhad as the Chief Executive Officer. Recently, she was awarded 
with the “2015 Woman CEO Of the Year” by Asian Retail-Chains Franchise 
Federation (ARFF). She holds a MBA from Ohio University, USA and begun 
her career in audit, finance and operations in the insurance sector.

Fatimah managed property development portfolios of approximately US$30 billion locally and internationally. 
Fatimah has been the key person in planning and implementing the “Mines Wellness City” (MWC), an Economic 
Transformation Programme under the Malaysian Prime Minister Department. MWC is to be completed over the 
next ten years and it is the first Wellness City Development in Malaysia that comes with attractive tax incentives.

Fatimah has also been invited to be a speaker by several property developers and various international 
event organisers.

Fatimah Wahab
Managing Director at FCC Development Management Sdn Bhd
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Group Chief Executive Officer of Aspen Group

Dato’ M. Murly

Renowned for his innovative thinking, Dato’ M. Murly has an aptitude for 
seizing the moment and making strategic decisions. He was appointed 
as the youngest Executive Director & Chief Operating Officer in 
Malaysia’s Public Listed Companies’ history when he was 25 years old.

He has over 10 years of experience in the property development and construction industries, ranging from 
town and urban master planning to commercial and residential projects as well as extensive exposure in 
designing and construction management of major industrial projects for multinational corporations.

Prior to founding Aspen Group and his appointment as the Group CEO, he was the Executive Director and 
Group Chief Operating Officer of Ivory Properties Group Berhad (IPGB) for more than seven years.

In 2015, Dato’ Murly received another distinguished recognition when he was bestowed with the prestigious 
Young Entrepreneur of the Year Award by Asia Pacific Entrepreneurship Awards 2015.
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Can you tell us more about IQI 
Realty?
International Quality Investments 
(IQI) is a global real estate 
consultancy that assists 
foreign investors in the 
country with their choices of 
purchase and the transaction 
process. With its headquarters 
in Dubai, the company has regional offices in Malaysia, 
Singapore, Hong Kong, the UK, the US and Bahrain.

IQI was founded in 2011 by a group of partners from the 
UK, US, Malaysia and Singapore - all who have a diverse 
range of expertise in the property industry.

Providing 360 degrees solutions, IQI’s scope of services 
not only includes international sales but also covers project 
evaluation, sales and marketing for new and existing 
projects; secondary market sales, rent and management; 

and corporate and residential 
rentals. At the moment, IQI 
has more than 1,000 agents 
and negotiators globally. 

IQI has always prided itself on 
being a center of excellence 
for dynamic individuals who 
want to pursue a rewarding 

career in real estate. A job at IQI guarantees life-long 
learning and encourages personal growth as our corporate 
culture emphasizes on and supports knowledge and skill 
enhancement.

Could you tell us what are the two main things you have 
done that have contributed to your winning of a few awards 
at the AAA 2016 including Agency of the Year (Titanium)?
The key to our success is our continuous effort in 
employee development and well-being. We go all out to 
train, educate and support our realtors and negotiators; 

IQI REALTY SDN BHD:
AT THE TOP OF ITS GAME

IQI Realty combines excellent customer service, hard work,
professionalism and integrity to deliver the best choices to its clients.
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our tagline ‘Beyond Real Estate’ would mean our support 
towards our clients and our members goes beyond real 
estate. We believe in each individual who works here and 
all are given the proper guidance and mentoring in order 
to succeed. 

Besides forming and maintaining fantastic relationships 
with clients, IQI’s staff persistently upholds elements 
of trust, integrity, accountability and transparency in 
their daily duties Thus, I can confidently say that our 
phenomenal growth since our inception 5 years ago is 
attributed to the dedication and commitment of our team 
to deliver the very best value to clients.

It is no wonder that our list of clientele includes some of 
Malaysia’s top developers including Exsim Development, 
OSK Property  Holdings Berhad and Bukit Kiara Properties.  

What do you think should be the current focus to take your 
agency to the next level of success?
The next step for our growth is to facilitate a greater 
number of bilateral transactions between our various 
international offices and incorporate the best practices 
from various countries locally into our operations in 
Malaysia. 

As per our corporate slogan, we strive to deliver the 
best quality services and passion and create impact in 
all avenues of our pursuits. We will continue to push the 
limits of peak performance and to remain relentless in 
connecting sellers to buyers, getting to the heart of our 
clients’ needs and demands, identifying problems and 
creating solutions and ultimately changing lives. 

What efforts would you add to increase your chances of 
winning this award again next year?
In order to help our agency move towards the next level of 
success, staff development is one of our main focus. We 
believe that the more lives that IQI can impact, the more 
we can contribute to society as a whole which in turn will 
benefit the company. Besides that, we will continue to 
come up with groundbreaking innovations and solutions 
for our clients - IQI believes in embracing changes in 
technology, market demands and property cycles in order 
to remain at the top of our game. Maintaining our brand 
name which is synonymous with trust, creativity and most 
importantly results goes without saying.  

How do you intend to leverage on your winning of the Agent 
Advertising Awards to achieve greater success?
The awards that we have won serve as a testament that 
our company is delivering the right value to all of our 
clients. We are incredibly encouraged, motivated and ever 
ready to strive to even greater heights for our clients and 
buyers. 

More than anything else, bagging the AAA award validates 
our professionalism, hard work and dedication to our work 
and most importantly to our clients; be they developers, 
agents or and individual clients.

Success is not an end, it is actually a means to better serve 
the public. At IQI, we firmly believe that it is only through 
helping others that we can truly help ourselves to achieve 
even greater success.

(L-R) Daniel Ho, IQI Group Managing Director of and Kashif Ansari, IQI Group CEO.
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Can you tell us more about FLP Realty?
Over the last year, FLP has steadily 
built up a strong market presence – we 
are now one of the most recognised 
real estate agencies in Malaysia.. At 
FLP we are a group of very determined 
individuals who are passionate about 
delivering exceptional customer 
experiences.

By offering a complete suite of real estate services, we 
ensure that we meet our customers’ every need. With 
our experience, we have established many significant 
relationships with leading industry players, including 
owners, developers and management companies. We 
have experts in every field to guide you skillfully from the 
beginning to the very end of your real estate journey. At 
FLP, it is not just about the success of our staff, but it is 
also about satisfied customers.

Could you tell us what are the two 
main things you have done that have 
contributed to you bagging two awards 
at the AAA 2016?
There were two critical components 
that we focused on the past year - 
working with the right partner and 
firing up the commitment of our team. 
We believe in partnering meaningfully 

and purposefully in order to achieve excellence in this 
industry, and that is exactly the quality we received from 
our partners.

Internally, we ensured that everyone had clear objectives 
and goals in alignment with the company’s vision and 
mission.  We made sure that every single one of us 
marched in the same direction and we consistently 
challenged one another to ensure that motivation and 
spirits remain high.

FLP REALTY SDN BHD:
THE TOTAL PACKAGE
Forefront Legacy Partners strives to continue its track record in delivering efficiency,

effectiveness and reliability to its customers.
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What do you think should be the current focus to take your 
agency to the next level of success?
Focus has to be consistent and revisited consistently. 
While creativity is good, fundamentals are a lot more 
critical. We will keep ensuring that the team focus on the 
priorities, whether they are low hanging fruits or otherwise.  
Everyone needs to at all time be well versed with the 
industry landscape, be it new government regulations and 
policies or what are our competitors doing at all times. As 
the saying goes, when your fundamentals are strong, you 
are fundamentally secured.

What efforts would you add to increase your chances of 
winning this award again next year?
It is a huge honour to win the ‘Emerging Real Estate 
Agency’ and the ‘Best Employee Development Agency of 
the Year’ awards at the AAA 2016 and I certainly have my 
eyes on bigger wins in 2017.  I am very confident with what 
we have achieved so far this year and that we would close 
the year on a strong note as we are currently working on a 
few big projects. In addition, my plan within the next 6-12 
months is an increased focus to drive foreign investments 
into our projects.

While foreign investments in real estate are nothing new 
in Malaysia, however, the actual figure is still very minute 
compared to the actual potential. For instance, even if we 

have had 100,000 Chinese nationals buying Malaysian 
properties over the last 10 years, and that is high balling 
it, this figure is still less than 0.01% of China’s population. 
Of course, not everyone in China can afford to buy a 
decent property here, but just a minuscule increase of 
0.01% would bring us another 100,000 potential buyers. 
Not to mention that we will also be trying very hard to 
draw in buyers from Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and 
from other neighbouring countries.

How do you intend to leverage on your winning of the Agent 
Advertising Awards to achieve greater success?
Winning the award is a testament to the sincerity and 
professionalism of the people in FLP. While we want to 
ensure our people are financially successful, it is more 
important to be recognized in the industry for the quality of 
work our customers receive from FLP.  Trustworthiness is 
more effective than any amount of marketing investments. 

A contract is only as good as the company behind the 
signature. Customers trust us with their investments 
because they know we do what it takes to maximize it for 
them.  And we are extremely honoured and proud to be 
called out in the industry as a company who live by these 
standards, and we are certain living these values will take 
us to the next level very soon.

(L-R) Chester Lim, Team Leader of FLP Realty; Fallon Loo, CEO of FLP Realty; Alvin Tan, Team Leader of FLP Realty.
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Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
Since the iProperty.com award is one of the most prestigious property awards around, it goes without 
saying how much winning this means to us. It validates all of our hard work, our achievements and on 
top of that, it reinforces our commitment to deliver real value to the market and to our clients.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
As we have emphasized time and time again, at IQI we do things differently. We are constantly striving 
to make improvements and adapt to the current needs of the economy. That is the only way we can 
overcome any challenges that come our way. 

To what do you attribute your success to?
The key to success is dedication, hard work and commitment towards maintaining the highest integrity 
at work. Our reputation for uncompromising professionalism and honesty have earned the trust of our 
clients from all around the world. Believe in what you have to offer and then deliver to the best of your 
ability.

Going Beyond Real Estate

(From L - R)

Daniel Ho - Group Managing Director 
Kashif Ansari - Group CEO

IQI Realty Sdn Bhd 

AGENCY OF THE YEAR - PLATINUM

TOP AGENCY IN THE CENTRAL REGION

AGENCY OF THE YEAR - TITANIUM

TOP AGENCY IN THE NORTHERN REGION

OUTSTANDING REAL ESTATE AGENCY OF THE YEAR - PLATINUM

OUTSTANDING REAL ESTATE AGENCY OF THE YEAR - TITANIUM

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you? 
This award proves that everything we believe about what the agency has to offer did make a difference 
to the property industry. And that our contributions, no matter how small are recognised and that adds 
credibility to the services we have to offer. 

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
It is indeed a challenging time for the industry, however, from the start, we have never been afraid to 
challenge tradition and do things differently. We believe strongly in the employment of technology for 
a seamless and efficient service. This has allowed us to stand out. Another factor is passion, once you 
have the passion for what you do you can face any challenges.

To what do you attribute your success to?
In my 20 years of experience in the industry, I’ve learned that you have to be confident, disciplined, 
determined and passionate about everything that you do in order to attain success. Passion especially 
makes what you do fun, thus it keeps you going.

Creating a Seamless Customer Experience

Alex Lee - Founder & Managing Director

Tech Real Estate

3

3

Winner of

Winner of

AWARDS

AWARDS
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Dutama Properties
A Pioneer in Malaysian Real Estate

Randy Chua - Owner

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
This award is a testament to how much our effort is being valued by our clients, agents and business 
associates. We have always emphasized on delivering a high standard of service and professionalism; 
we also focus on building strong relations with homeowners and property investors. This award will help 
us bridge whatever’s left of the gap. 

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
The biggest asset of the company are our agents, our partners and business associates. Since day one 
we have always ensured that our agents work with the highest integrity and professionalism especially 
when it comes to dealing with the customers. It has made overcoming any challenges easy.

To what do you attribute your success to?
The key to our agency’s success is unity and understanding. We practice transparency and we 
communicate very frequently with our agents. It’s important that they know the role that they play in 
bringing the company closer to its vision. Business transparency contributes significantly to employee 
engagement which then translates to success.

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
As a small agency, receiving this recognition from iProperty.com is a good gauge of how well we are 
doing and if we are currently moving in the right direction. It’s a big motivator to come back bigger and 
better. We’re aiming for either the Platinum or the Titanium award next year.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
I have a great team who is committed to achieving our mission and vision. They are dedicated to 
planning, working in tandem and completing the tasks necessary to move the company forward. After 
all, it takes a team effort to win a sport.

To what do you attribute your success to?
United we stand, divided we fall. I have to attribute our success to my hard working team. I am very 
thankful to be lucky enough to work with a group of truly dedicated and talented people.

The Name Everybody Trusts

Kenny Sim - Business Development Manager 

MIP Properties

OUTSTANDING REAL ESTATE OF THE YEAR - GOLD

AGENCY OF THE YEAR - GOLD1

1

Winner of

Winner of

AWARD

AWARD
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Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
We are very grateful to iProperty.com for this award. It makes us happy to know that our work in the 
southern region is recognised. We are very committed to being one of the best and we will strive to win 
more award categories next year. 

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
When it comes to business, problems and challenges are unavoidable. To overcome these challenges, 
you need to first identify the root cause of the problems. In our case, we saw how being technologically 
savvy actually addresses many of the problems, so we went out of our way to make improvements in 
this area.

To what do you attribute your success to?
Our secret to success lies in our willingness to utilise modern technology and platforms such as 
iProperty.com to assist in promoting our business. It’s faster and more efficient in delivering valuable 
information and that has contributed to the improvement of our organization’s productivity.

Meeting Your Property Needs

City Appraisal Consultant

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
Being new in the industry, this award will help us gain a stronger foothold and build customers’ 
confidence in the services that we have to offer. It inspires us to set a higher goal and work hard to get 
to the next level.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
Call us unrealistically optimistic, but we see challenges as our stepping stone to achieve more. So we 
embrace challenges and the opportunities it presents to us to gain more experience.

To what do you attribute your success to?
Our success comes from the effort we put into understanding the customers’ needs and the latest 
market trends in order to be able to provide the best professional real estate solutions and advice. 
To stay abreast and to gain a competitive edge, we cultivate a culture that focuses on research and 
training.

Striving To Be The Best

(From L - R)

Ethan Leong - Team Leader
Vincent Tan - Founder & Managing Director

Gather Properties

TOP AGENCY IN THE SOUTHERN REGION

TOP AGENCY IN THE SOUTHERN REGION

1

1

Winner of

Winner of

AWARD

AWARD

(From L - R)

Chris Tia - Director 
Mable Ong - General Manager
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Full Homes Realty
Committed to Excellence and Service

Your Dream Home in Rina Properties

(From L - R)

Ken Yap - Full Homes Group Director
Jacelyn Tan - Full Homes Branch Manager 
(Kuchai Lama) and Project Division Manager
Danny Luo - Full Homes Realty (Johor Bahru)

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
We are extremely happy and proud of this recognition. It goes to show that our hard work and tireless 
hours have paid off.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
Every single one of our staff buckles down and throws in their weight when times are difficult. We see 
challenges as opportunities, as during these times, we are motivated to work doubly as hard.

To what do you attribute your success to?
It all boils down to teamwork. Our realtors and negotiators all support one another - it is one big family 
at Rina Properties, everyone’s back is covered.

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
This award will without a doubt help propel us to the next level. The market has been challenging for the 
past two years in the southern region, and being awarded the top agency for both Southern and Central 
regions tells us that we are on the right track to becoming the agency of choice.
 
During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
We have just overcome the most challenging two years with the support of an excellent team. We are 
very united and we have always faced our problem together. To tackle a future market slowdown, we 
have implemented the 3Rs method which stands for Re-group, Re-structure, and Re-branding. 

To what do you attribute your success to?
There are three factors that contributed to our success: (1) We try to recruit young and dynamic agents 
to market our projects. (2) We regrouped our nine branches to work as a team to overcome any problems 
that arise. (3) And finally, winning the iProperty.com award last year helped build clients confidence in us.

(From L - R)

Jordan Yeoh - Managing Director
Fiona Chin - Director
Selina Khoo - Northern Region Manager
Sky Tan - Brand Manager

Rina Properties Asia

TOP AGENCY IN THE SOUTHERN REGION

TOP AGENCY IN THE CENTRAL REGION

TOP AGENCY IN THE NORTHERN REGION

TOP AGENCY IN THE CENTRAL REGION

2

2

Winner of

Winner of

AWARDS

AWARDS
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Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
This award is a reflection of our collective strength as a team. To know that we have a high-performing 
group of employees who are dedicated to achieving a common goal tells us that we are close to 
achieving our vision.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
Employee management has always been a company’s biggest hurdle. But with strong leadership and 
organizational skills, we were able to organize the team’s composition, structure, and function to form 
a successful team.

To what do you attribute your success to?
Teamwork is the ultimate key to our success. We were lucky to be able to get different people with 
different expertise across the business working together to maximize their efficiency and reach a 
common goal.

A World Class Real Estate Agency
(From L - R)

Lee Ka Hui - Subsales Director
Tan See Liang - Managing Director
Christine Foh - Branch Manager at Sinouis 
Realty (Ipoh)

Sinouis Realty

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
It is important for us to win this award because it gives us the encouragement to do better and motivate 
our real estate negotiators to work harder. We are very grateful to have been given this recognition. 

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
To overcome the challenges that we faced, we conducted a lot of training with our negotiators. We 
tried our best to motivate them and provided support in any way possible so that they can achieve the 
results that they wanted.

To what do you attribute your success to?
Success can be attained when you continue to be innovative and work hard. In our case, we strongly 
believe that real estate is the business of people, therefore you always have to be in the lead when it 
comes to marketing so you can be the first to reach your audience.

Investing With You
(From L - R)

Datin Jamie Chew - Head of Marketing & 
Communications
Dato Adrian Wang - Group Managing Director

CBD Properties

AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE

TOP AGENCY CENTRAL REGION

TOP AGENCY CENTRAL REGION

2

1

Winner of

Winner of

AWARDS

AWARD
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Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
We are most grateful that our hard work has paid off. It serves as a motivation for us to work even 
harder this coming year to continue reaping success.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
Our agents see challenges as an opportunity for growth. This is the best time for them to harness and 
polish the necessary skills. This mindset and attitude have kept us motivated in assisting our clients 
and to continue sourcing for new businesses.

To what do you attribute your success to?
Pure hard work - we go all out to best serve our clients and to close deals as efficiently and thoroughly 
as possible. It also helps that all our staff believes in and practises teamwork.

Professional & Dedicated Team
(From L - R) 

Tan Ju Fin - Principal
Ewe Kok Hong - Managing Director

ON Realty

TOP AGENCY IN NORTHERN REGION1
Winner of

AWARD

Reapfield Properties (Penang) 
The Real Estate Company of Choice

Kevin Singham - Director

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
It is not a secret that an award can enhance a company’s reputation. As Reapfield is still a fledgling 
in Penang, this award will help instil customers’ confidence in the quality of our services and the 
professionalism of our organization. 

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
The Penang market is a little bit different from the Central region.  We are based on the island so land is 
scarce. That can mean two things depending on how you look at the market. You either get clients who 
see excellent buys almost everywhere or clients who think these properties are beyond affordability. 
That said, you need to really know your market to hit the sweet spot when making recommendations. 

To what do you attribute your success to?
Our success is a result of a team that is not afraid to continuously grow. We equip our staffs by giving 
them training and providing them with motivation and encouragement to enable them to tackle any 
form of challenges.

TOP AGENCY IN NORTHERN REGION1
Winner of

AWARD
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Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
First of all, I would like to thank iProperty.com for giving us this chance. We’ve only been running for 
less than a year now, so to receive an award at this infancy stage speak volumes about the work that 
we’ve done so far. This is a milestone for us because it reflects the heart and soul of the team.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
At this stage, every day brings about a new challenge and every single thing we’ve come across 
so far have seemed like a hurdle, thus it’s important to maintain a high level of focus, passion and 
commitment. These are the factors that have driven results during this tough business climate.

To what do you attribute your success to?
My team understands very well that I invest in developing people in order to enhance their ability and 
capability to perform. I’m also responsible for assuring that everybody maintains a strong level of 
personal and professional development. These are all crucial steps in guaranteeing success.

Turning Dreams into Reality
(From L - R) 

Chester Lim - Team Leader
Fallon Loo - CEO
Alvin Tan - Team Leader

FLP Realty

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
So far this is the first award HSR Realtors (formerly known as Wang Lai Realty) have received. I can’t 
even begin to describe how happy we are to have this recognition. It will definitely raise our profile within 
the industry and open up networking opportunities.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles? 
It goes without saying that teamwork is very important. There is only so much that you can achieve 
on your own so you need a solid team behind you during trying times. I am very happy to have a very 
dedicated team working with me.

To what do you attribute your success to?
There is no secret to success but I would attribute our success to two things: focus and dream. When 
you have a dream and you put all of your focus into it, you will definitely go out of your way to achieve it.

Honour, Service, Result

Angeline Goh - Chief Operating Officer

HSR Realtors

ELITE INTERNATIONAL PROJECT MARKETING AGENCY

EMERGING REAL ESTATE AGENCY

1

2

Winner of

Winner of

AWARD

AWARDS

BEST EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE YEAR
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Jalin Realty
A Name You Can Trust

Carolyn Shepherd - Chief Operating Officer

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
This is a huge milestone for us as the iProperty.com AAA is a very much admired and respected accolade 
in the real estate industry. This recognition is a testament to our innovative and creative strategies in 
meeting clients’ needs. We will continue to work even harder to win more awards next year!

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
Challenges in the property industry are cyclical. What remains unchanged is our level of dedication and 
motivation - at Cornerstone, there is no hurdle high enough for us to overcome. Any challenge is met on 
headfirst and we work smart to solve them.

To what do you attribute your success to?
I will say that our continuous training and mentorship programmes are a huge help in keeping agents 
motivated and in equipping them with the required skills to be a successful and compassionate 
negotiator. Cornerstone will continue to focus on development programmes for our agents as we believe 
that our staff is the company’s greatest asset.

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
This accolade reminds us of how far we’ve come since the establishment of the company. From selling 
Australian properties in Malaysia, Singapore, China, and Indonesia to now planning the extension of our 
network to Dubai, Hong Kong, London and New York. We couldn’t be more proud than this.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
We overcome hurdles by doing what we’re good at and by continuously striving to provide our clients 
with the best service. We believe in having expert’s advice at every point, from sales and marketing to 
administration and property management to ease the process. Think of us as a one-stop shop.

To what do you attribute your success to?
I believe our deep understanding of the property market and our client’s needs have contributed to our 
success so far. Since we are a one stop shop, we are able to see the big picture and how to maximise 
the value of an investment. We focus on getting the details right - and that makes all the difference.

Enriching Lives, Families and Communities

Wong Yau Long - Director of Sales & Marketing

Cornerstone Realty 
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Jeff Lim
IQI Realty KLCC (Subang Jaya)

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
This award gives me the confidence that I have what it takes to be, if not the best, one of the best 
property negotiators around. It strikes a special chord as I am currently in the process of getting myself 
registered as a Probationary Estate Agent. Hopefully, I’ll be able to set up my own agency in the next 
two years.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
Let’s just put it this way, tough times drive people to commit the worst of crimes. In real estate especially, 
it is important that you don’t get cheated. I’ve always prepared well ahead of my appointments so I keep 
everything documented. 

To what do you attribute your success to?
Pure hard work. I have always been self-motivated and highly ambitious. Once I’ve set my mind to 
achieve something, I will see it to the end.

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
Winning this award for the second time is a really humbling experience for me. This award adds to my 
testimonial and adds value to the perception that my clients have of me. It has definitely given me the 
motivation to step things up.  

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
In my opinion, there are no real hurdles. It’s important to try to understand your customers’ needs, 
especially those who are looking to invest. You have to be able to put yourself in their shoes.

To what do you attribute your success to?
In a more technical aspect, I would say the fact that we are more focussed on residential in Glenmarie 
which offers an excellent range of properties have contributed to my success. Mentally, I am motivated 
by the look of satisfaction on my clients’ face when they get their dream homes.

Square Feet Real Estate (KLCC)

Daniel Leong 
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Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
First of all, I am ecstatic to have won this award - It means the world to me as it is a testament to 
my hard work. There is no better reward for your efforts than a prestigious recognition such as the 
iProperty.com AAA awards.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
I believe that for every challenge, there is a solution. It is a matter of studying the problem and to either 
come up with the best solution or at the very least, mitigate any threats and resolve any consequence 
predictably.

To what do you attribute your success to?
Two words - Hard work and a ‘can-do’ attitude.

Jann Properties Mont Kiara (KL Sentral) 

Jen Lau 

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
As a trainer, you will always know if you’re doing a good job when most of your trainees excel in what 
they do. It’s fulfilling to know that you have helped someone achieve their full potential. But when your 
effort is recognised by an outside body, it makes you even more confident in your ability.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles? 
Our job is to guide our negotiators on how to excel in a challenging market. My challenge is to keep them 
from feeling demotivated and training is the best way to motivate them. 

To what do you attribute your success to?
When someone comes in without proper education or money in their pocket, I feel responsible for helping 
them turn their life around. You need to help others reach their dreams if you want to reach yours. So 
when they succeed, that success is as much theirs as it is yours. 

Cornerstone Realty

Christina Kuan

VISIONARY TRAINER 1

1
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Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
Receiving the Outstanding Leader award is proof to myself that my work has made an impact on those 
who have been mentored by me. It’s an immediate feedback on my performance and it encourages me 
to continue inspiring young people.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
I love what I do deeply. So despite the challenges that I face along the way, I enjoy the journey. I wake 
up every day with a positive mindset - I am in control of my own fate and I can overcome all of my 
challenges no matter how difficult.

To what do you attribute your success to?
My team’s relentless support and encouragement play a big part in my success. I wouldn’t have gotten 
this far on my own. Behind every success, there is a cadre of friends, family and colleagues that fuel 
motivation.

Cornerstone Realty

Wong Yau Long

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
I have been a real estate negotiator for five years now and I am also a team leader. Having done this 
for a while, it’s easy to start feeling complacent. Receiving this award makes me feel victorious and 
celebrated, it makes me want to strive harder. I can’t thank iProperty.com enough for this opportunity.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles? 
In difficult times, it is more crucial than ever to find your niche, to discover new marketing methods, and 
to explore how you can separate yourself from the competition.

To what do you attribute your success to?
Most people underestimate just how far great customer service can help transform a business. I focus 
on building a good relationship with my customers by meeting their needs. I make sure that they are 
aware that I have their best interests at heart and my role here is to assist them. 

GS Realty (Bandar Sungai Long)

Teammy Lee
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Ismadi Ab Jalil
Juste Land (Cyberjaya)

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
This award is a testament to my skills as a negotiator. I have been servicing the Bangsar South area for 
the past four years and when you’ve been at it for that long, it’s easy to find success in smaller facets of 
your work, but it’s the bigger ones like this award that really keeps you fired up.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
As an individual, challenges, difficulties and temporary setbacks are an inevitable part of life. You need 
to learn how to manage stress and respond with the right attitude to each challenge. That’s the only way 
you can grow as a person.

To what do you attribute your success to?
I believe in myself. If I don’t believe in myself, then there is no way I can expect anyone else to believe 
in me. Self-belief translates to persistency and consistency in pursuing what you want and that is the 
recipe for success. 

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
It serves as motivation to push myself harder. Besides that, this award is an important branding tool to 
recruit more talented agents for Juste Land.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
Fluctuations in the economy have not really affected my performance as I have already established a 
comprehensive database of clients. I just focus on serving them as best as I can and to consistently 
keep them happy!

To what do you attribute your success to?
Discipline and dedication are the two main attributes that I hold steadfast to. I would also like to extend 
my gratitude to my wife and partner in crime for her continous support and love.

Hartamas Real Estate OUG (Bangsar South)

Janet Chong
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Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
I’m absolutely excited about this award. To be recognised for being good at something you do is 
empowering both emotionally and psychologically. I’m very grateful for the support my husband, family 
and colleagues have given me.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
The biggest challenge in being a real estate negotiator is the economy. I overcome this by preparing 
myself for the next slowdown and by ensuring that I will be able to take advantage of the opportunities 
that arise when the economy turns sour.

To what do you attribute your success to?
I work hard to ensure that my customers, colleagues and friends receive the best service and, I am 
always empathetic and attentive to their problems. You take care of them and they will, in turn, take 
care of you. You’d be surprised at how much building a genuine connection with your clients can 
translate to your success. 

ECG Affirm Properties (Cheras)

Ally Ang

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
Receiving an award from people within the industry and being recognised for the work that I’ve done is a 
big deal for me. It means that I have reached a milestone and it is time for me take this to the next level. 

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles? 
This is indeed a tough time for everyone but I don’t let it discourage me. If you believe that you can 
weather it, no failure or setback will have the power to completely wipe you out. These setbacks will 
teach you what you need to know and help you develop your character. 

To what do you attribute your success to?
Much of your ability to succeed comes from the way you deal with life and manage stress. I don’t like 
to sweat on the small stuff. I prefer to work hard, work smart and believe that you can do whatever you 
set your mind to do.

Oriental Realty Petaling Jaya (Glenmarie)

Caryn Wee
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Eddie Cheong
Reapfield Properties Bukit Jalil (Puchong)

Why is winning this award by iProperty.com important to you?
This recognition proves that I am on the right track to success. It will also definitely boost my appeal as 
the preferred negotiator in the Puchong area.

During these challenging times, how have you managed to overcome the hurdles?
We all go through challenges at some point in our life. All that matters is how you respond to it. I have 
always kept a positive mindset on things and to not let external factors affect my performance or 
commitment in providing solutions for my clients.

To what do you attribute your success to?
Success is a team sport - my colleagues have helped me a lot in terms of motivation and pushing me 
to go above and beyond in my everyday job.

STAR NEGOTIATOR – AREA (RESIDENTIAL)1
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